
Since the charge of the polyelectrolytes is one of the driving forces for adsorption and binding, knowledge of the effective charge of polyelectrolytes in solution is important. The effective charge is determined by the nominal charge density on the polymer, the degree of dissociation and the fraction of condensed counterions [1]. From a point of view of electrostatics counterions may be replaced by multivalent counterions, which are oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. The fraction of condensed counterions is determined by the energy required for a counterion to move away from the polyelectrolyte escaping the electrostatic field of the polyelectrolyte charges, which is lowered by counterions compensating a fraction of the charges on the polymer. Condensed counterions move with the macromolecule. On longer time scales there may be exchange between free and condensed counterions [2]. Poly(4-styrene-sulfonate), PSS and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride), PDADMAC have been chosen as examples. Both are strong polyelectrolytes, which are completely dissociated in aqueous solution at the pH ranges of interest. The remaining variable is the fraction of condensed counterions that has a significant influence on the number of charges available depending on the solvent properties [3].

For the determination of the effective charge pulsed field gradient NMR has been applied, which has been proven to be a versatile tool. In the stimulated echo pulsed-field-gradient NMR experiment the coefficient of the self diffusion of the molecule in solution has been determined from the signal attenuation as a function of the magnetic field gradient applied [4, 5]. From diffusion coefficient the coefficient of the velocity-proportional hydrodynamic friction has been determined according to Einstein’s formula [6]. On the other hand from the diffusion coefficient the hydrodynamic radius has
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been calculated following Stokes-Einstein’s formula [7, 8], which gives a measure of the space occupied by the molecule in the solution [9, 10]. In the case of polymer usually a wide distribution of molecular weights and therefore of hydrodynamic sizes is found. In that case a numeric inversion of the Laplace transform has been applied to calculate the diffusion-ordered (DOSY) spectrum correlating diffusion coefficient and chemical shift [11]. Thus it has been possible to identify the diffusion coefficients of different species in the solution.

When a DC electric field has been applied during the PFG NMR experiment, charged molecules move coherently along the field lines [12, 13, 14]. This coherent motion results in a phase modulation of the NMR signal as a function of either the strength of the magnetic field gradient or the electric field strength. If only the electric field strength has been varied while keeping all other parameters constant, effects of relaxation and the superimposed diffusion of the molecules do not influence the signal. Thus even slow coherent motion resulting in displacements comparable to those resulting from diffusion have been resolved [15, 16], which is important for the possible resolution in the experiment.

Dedicated two-dimensional data processing according to [15] based on [17] permitted the generation of two-dimensional electrophoresis NMR spectra correlating the chemical shift, identifying the moving species, with its electrophoretic mobility. This model-free approach has the advantage that no assumption on the number of components is required. An example of a two-dimensional electrophoresis NMR spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.

\[
z = \frac{\mu_{el} \cdot k_B \cdot T}{e \cdot D}
\]  

(1)

This is the number of charges on the polyelectrolyte that interact with other molecules and charged surfaces. This number is significantly smaller than the nominal number. Fig. 2 depicts the effective charge of PSS as a function of the ionic strength of the aqueous solution. In the solution of PSS with a molecular weight of 77 kg·mol⁻¹ corresponding to 377 repeat units only 20% of the
nominal charge is found. This fraction decreases further upon the addition of salt to the solution. Increasing the charge density along the polymer chain would not at all enhance the electrostatic interaction of this polyelectrolyte with other charged objects. A similar effect is found for proteins, where the effective charge is significantly smaller than the nominal charge as it would be expected from the degree of dissociation of the various functional groups on the macromolecule [18].

When the relative permittivity of the solution has been decreased, the effective charge of the polyelectrolyte decreased accordingly as has been demonstrated for mixtures of water and methanol [19]. The hydrodynamic size of polyelectrolytes strongly depends on the effective charge, since the repelling force between the charges brings the polyelectrolyte into a more extended conformation [20]. Accordingly the hydrodynamic radius decreases with decreasing relative permittivity.

The counterions may be replaced by multivalent counterions, by oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. In that case the oppositely charged polyelectrolyte does not only compensate the charges and thus the repelling forces, attractive forces between the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, are introduced as shown in Fig. 3. The hydrodynamic size has been reduced when NaCl has been added. When the same ionic strength has been adjusted by the addition of PSS, the size distribution has become significantly broader. However, the mean of the distribution shifts towards significantly smaller sizes. This may be explained by the reduction of repelling forces and the subsequent formation of denser complexes.

To investigate binding of small molecules to polyelectrolytes the example of glutamic acid and PDADMAC has been investigated. The effective charge of free glutamic acid and glutamic acid in contact with PDADMAC has been investigated as depicted in Fig. 4.
It has been shown that the charge of glutamic acid increases nearly linearly with increasing pH from zero at low pH to -2 at high pH. Simultaneously the hydrodynamic size increases since the solvation shell becomes larger, because of the increasing charge more water is bound.

![Effective charge of glutamic acid (GLU)](image)

For the investigation of the polyelectrolyte behaviour in the absence of conformational degrees of freedom, rigid-rod poly(aramide) polyelectrolytes have been synthesized. Opposed to other rigid-rod polyelectrolytes these do not require flexible side chains. For the present study the poly(aramides) have the additional advantage, that, as a result of the synthetic route, pyridinium counterions are present, which are identified in the NMR spectra as shown in Fig. 5. Comparing the diffusion coefficient observed for the free pyridinium ion in pyridinium chloride $D_f$ and that of pyridinium as a counterion of poly(aramide) $D_{obs}$, the fraction of bound pyridinium ions has been calculated, since the time average between bound and free states is observed on the time scale of the PFG-NMR experiment according to equation (2). The diffusion coefficient of the pyridinium bound to the poly(aramide) $D_b$ is that of the poly(aramide), since the pyridinium does not change the hydrodynamic size of the polymer.

$$D_{obs} = (1 - x_b)D_f + x_b D_b$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The nominal charge has been derived from the effective charge and the fraction of bound counterions according to equation (3)

$$Z_{nom} = \frac{Z_{eff}}{x_f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
With an effective charge of -35 elementary charges of the poly(aramide) and a fraction of 35% of bound counterions the nominal charge has been calculated to 50. With two charges per repeat units a molecular weight of 14 kg mol\(^{-1}\) has been calculated [21], which is in close agreement to the result from light scattering. This route is an alternative to the molecular weight determination for polyelectrolytes, where other methods like chromatography fail due to the specific interaction of the charged molecules with the columns. It is not limited to rod-like polyelectrolytes.
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